Repertoire List for NIU Suzuki Workshop 2018

**Book I**
ALL

**Book II**
Chorus, Handel
Hunters Chorus, Weber
Long Long Ago, Bayly
The Two Grenadiers, Schumann
Witches Dance, Paganini
Gavotte, Lully

**Book III**
Gavotte in g minor, J.S. Bach
Humoresque, Dvorak

**Book IV**
Concerto No 2, 3rd mvt, Seitz
Concerto in a minor 1st mvt, Vivaldi
Perpetual Motion. Bohm

**Book V**
Gavotte, J.S. Bach
Concerto in g minor 1st mvt, Allegro, Vivaldi
Country Dance, Gretry
Gigue, Veracini

**Book VI**
La Folia, Corelli
Gavotte, Rameau
Allegro, Fiocco

**Book VII**
Courante, Corelli
Concerto in a minor, 1st mvt, J.S. Bach

**Book VIII**
Sonata in g minor 1st and 2nd mvt, Eccles
Tambourin, Gretry

**Book 6 + Supplementary Pieces**
Czardas by Monti
Speedy Slam by Arto Jarvela